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Abstract: This article addresses the issue of speech culture in preschool 
educators. Communication with preschool children provides methodological 
guidance on the requirements of speech culture. 
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Annotatsiya: Ushbu maqolada maktabgacha ta’lim tashkiloti tarbiyachisining 
nutq madaniyati muammosiga bag'ishlangan. Maktabgacha yoshdagi bolalar bilan 
olib boriladigan muloqot, nutq madaniyati talablari bo’yicha uslubiy ko’rsatmalar 
beradi. 
Kalit so'zlar: muloqot, nutq madaniyati, muloqot qobiliyatlari, so’z, 
pedagogogik faoliyat, o’ziga xoslik, madaniyat.  
 
It is known that the Uzbek people, which has a long history, has a rich 
educational heritage, and for generations has passed such universal qualities as 
humanity, humility, diligence, friendship, kindness, brotherhood, decency. brought 
up. The educational works of Eastern thinkers also form the basis of this rich 
heritage. But during the dictatorial regime, we did not make enough use of these 
masterpieces, the pearly ideas of morality in them. Thankfully, thanks to national 
independence, the Uzbek people have been touched by the wind. He began to look at 
our history and culture in a new light. He also decided to find a positive solution to 
the problems that need to be addressed. 
The modern system of pre-school education is evolving in an open, changing 
way, aimed at providing quality educational services to families with children of 
preschool age. Problems of organization of pedagogical activity of the preschool 
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organization, its interaction with family and school, new approaches, efficiency of 
socialization processes, specificity of development of the preschool person are 
considered. 
President of our country Sh.M.Mirziyoyev noted, "We consider it our priority to 
improve the work of all levels of the education system in accordance with modern 
requirements"1. 
The requirements for any form of social activity in the process of society 
development are always related to culture. A high level of culture is a necessary 
condition for the effectiveness of any work, especially pedagogical work. 
The professional and pedagogical culture of the organization of preschool 
education is mainly determined by the level of its pedagogical training, the desire for 
self-improvement in the conditions of professional activity. 
Today, “a competitive source for educator activity is not just specialized 
knowledge, knowledge of information, mastered technologies of teaching and 
upbringing, but a general and professional-pedagogical culture that provides personal 
development”2. 
The conditions necessary for the development of children, in accordance with 
the specific characteristics of preschool age, provide emotional well-being in the 
following ways. 
- direct communication with each child; 
- treat each child with respect, his feelings and needs; 
- Development of children's communication skills, which allow them to resolve 
conflicts with their peers. 
In this regard, an educator who is able to make responsible decisions 
independently and anticipate their possible consequences, taking into account the 
changing socio-economic conditions, the general situation in the education system, is 
able to cooperate. the need is growing. 
In doing so, the educator must pay attention to the culture of speech. 
Components of the educator's speech culture: 
- Literacy in word formation 
- Simplicity and clarity of presentation 
- Expressiveness: 
- intonation and tonality; 
- Speed of speech, pause; 
- sound dynamics; 
 - vocabulary; 
 
1 Mirziyoev SH. M. The rule of law and the protection of human interests are the key to the development of the country 
and the well-being of the people. - T .: «O’zbekiston», 2017. –22-p. 
2 Pfn. F.Vokhobova, Sh.B.Nabikhanova, D.T. Karimova Textbook for students of pedagogical college "Fundamentals 
of education aimed at the development of personality of preschool children". Tashkent-2015. 
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- image of speech; 
- diction. 
- Competent pronunciation of words from everyday life: 
- Correction of stress in words; 
- exclusion of local dialects. 
2. Correct use of technical terminology: 
- to exclude phraseological deviations that cut the ear; 
- remove unnecessary words; 
- remove slang and punctuation. 
3. A few words. 
4. Coordination of movement. 
Speech culture is a broad and capacious multi-component concept, but first and 
foremost is the literacy of composing these phrases. Thorough knowledge of 
grammar rules allows the educator to express their thoughts correctly, gives a 
consistent, meaningful character to the speech, which makes it easier for children to 
comprehend and comprehend the learning material, commands, and so on. Otherwise, 
events may occur. Thus, one teacher wrote in terms of academic work: "Teaching 
children to eat with their mouths closed." The grammatically correct structure of 
speech ensures its meaning, logical consistency, and comprehensibility. 
The speech culture of the educator plays an important role in the development of 
children, because the development of a preschool child is mainly formed in the 
process of communication with adults. Because children of this age cannot think 
critically, they imitate what they see and hear around them, but most imitate people 
who are directly related to them, children who have a positive attitude towards them. 
The educator is such a close person that the child is directly connected to the 
preschool. He must master the technique of communication with children of different 
ages and different psychological and pedagogical characteristics. 
Leading features of the interpersonal pedagogical skills of the educator of the 
preschool educational institution: 
- the need to communicate with children; 
- positive emotional tones of communication; 
- superior experience of communication and a sense of satisfaction from the 
process of organized upbringing and education; 
- Ability to understand children, to establish individual and group relationships; 
- ability to constructively resolve interpersonal conflicts; 
- humanism and communication democracy; communication aesthetics. 
The implementation of the interpersonal function requires a transition from the 
authoritarian position of the educator to personal, equal cooperation and co-creation 
with the child. 
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Communicating with children, observing their play, the teacher should record 
positive and negative speech behaviors in children. Then, by telling the children who 
surprised us today and made us happy, the teacher should explain what and how to 
tell each other (adults) better in a particular situation. You should purposefully 
include words and phrases in your children’s vocabulary that will help them master 
cultural speech skills: “I think you’re lost ...”, “You couldn’t ...”, “I would advise. 
you ... "," I think ... "," Don't be upset, but your current behavior can't be called 
decent. I'll try to explain ... "3. Kurochkina IN The importance of speech behavior 
management for the teacher is stated: Children of each age group interact with their 
caregiver in home and work activities. He organizes their games, talks to them in all 
the classes provided in the program, introduces them to the speeches of the authors of 
the works of art while reading. Consequently, the potential for the development of a 
speech environment in a preschool organization depends entirely on the quality of the 
educator’s speech. For a preschool educator, mastering an exemplary speech is an 
indicator of his or her professional training. It is therefore the moral and social duty 
of every future educator to take care of the improvement of his speech. He has to 
develop in himself the perfect mastery of speech skills, which he then passes on to 
the children.  
The culture of speech is called its correctness, that is, its conformity to the 
norms of orthoepy, grammar, vocabulary, stylistics, spelling, traditionally defined for 
literary language. 
Having a speech culture means not only understanding the meaning of all the 
elements of language (words, roots, prefixes, suffixes, endings, different sentences, 
intonation), but also what the habit of using them in literary speech is. Each person’s 
speech culture depends on how well he or she develops a sense of language or 
linguistic ability. 
The highest culture of speech is to have a sense of style. Therefore, prospective 
educators should at least have a general idea of literary language styles. 
When a person interacts with close, familiar people in daily life, his speech has 
the characteristics of a speech style; in public life he speaks differently, using book-
style speech, its varieties (scientific, journalistic, poetic, business speech). 
When working with preschool children, the idea of speech style should be 
primarily related to the idea of speech etiquette, which requires certain behaviors of 
the speakers (personal qualities such as manners, respect) humility, politeness, 
kindness, self-worth, manifested in a certain speech behavior) ... In turn, the 
improvement of the child's methodological instinct is the main means of his aesthetic 
upbringing. 
 
3 Kurochkina I.N. Modern etiquette and culture of behavior. - М. Vlados, 2001. - 224 p. 
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Perfect mastery of speech techniques is important in the pedagogical activity of 
the educator. After all, through speech, the teacher arouses the child's emotions, 
provides conscious communication with children, analyzes the information about 
education. To do this, the future educator must first know the secrets of speech, its 
power in communication with students. 
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